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Abstract This paper describes the use of Obstacle

Analysis to identify anomaly handling requirements

for a safety-critical, autonomous system. The software

requirements for the system evolved during operations

due to an on-going effort to increase the autonomous

system’s robustness. The resulting increase in auton-

omy also increased system complexity. This investiga-

tion used Obstacle Analysis to identify and to reason

incrementally about new requirements for handling

failures and other anomalous events. Results reported

in the paper show that Obstacle Analysis comple-

mented standard safety-analysis techniques in identi-

fying undesirable behaviors and ways to resolve them.

The step-by-step use of Obstacle Analysis identified

potential side effects and missing monitoring and

control requirements. Adding an Availability Indicator

and feature-interaction patterns proved useful for the

analysis of obstacle resolutions. The paper discusses

the consequences of these results in terms of the

adoption of Obstacle Analysis to analyze anomaly

handling requirements in evolving systems.

Keywords Contingency requirements � Obstacle

analysis � Safety-critical software � Requirements

evolution � Autonomy � Anomaly handling

1 Introduction

This paper describes the use of Obstacle Analysis to

identify anomaly handling requirements for a safety-

critical, autonomous system. The software requirements

for the system continued to evolve during operations

due to an on-going effort to increase system robustness.

The objective of the requirements evolution was for the

software to handle more faults and anomalous situations

autonomously. The resulting increase in autonomy also

increased complexity. One risk was that the added

software complexity and interactions would result in

missing, inconsistent, or poorly understood require-

ments for handling anomalies. Obstacle Analysis was

undertaken to mitigate that risk.

The software for the system was developed in incre-

mental builds. Requirements evolved rapidly with

autonomous features being added regularly. Autonomy

is the capability of a software system to make control
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decisions on its own. An advantage of autonomy in this

system was that it allowed the system to react faster than

with human-in-the-loop controllers to failures, anoma-

lous situations, and changes in environment. With

autonomy, safe operation of the system could continue

even when the human controller was unavailable.

Autonomy can also contribute to system robustness

by detecting and responding to a broader class of

anomalies than just failures. The requirements for

anomaly handling in many safety-critical, autonomous

systems encompass not only traditional fault protection

and responses to undesired events [1] but also unex-

pected environmental or operational scenarios that

could contribute to hazards.

These broader classes of anomalies that must be

anticipated and handled are called ‘‘contingencies’’ [2].

Contingencies include, but go beyond, traditional fault

protection. They are obstacles to the fulfillment of the

system’s high-level requirements that can arise during

real-time operations. Contingency handling involves

requirements for detecting, identifying, and responding

to contingencies.

The application of obstacle analysis in this paper was

to an unpiloted aerial vehicle (UAV) called a rotorcraft

(described in next Section). The system was safety-

critical in that it was required to take off and land

autonomously. Initially flight and landing occurred in

constrained airspace, but eventually will occur in pop-

ulated areas. UAVs are also being developed for safety-

critical applications such as imaging high-risk environ-

ments (e.g., volcanoes and forest fires); detecting acci-

dents in highway traffic, and assisting search and rescue

operations for lost hikers or downed pilots [3].

The fact that the vehicle was already operational

(flying) during most of the process made an early

understanding of contingencies and of their potential

effect on safe flight important to the project. To

achieve the required levels of system robustness, a

structured approach was needed for investigation of

contingency requirements.

Accordingly, we drew on the KAOS framework for

goal-oriented obstacle analysis developed by van

Lamsweerde and Letier. They defined a goal as a set of

desired behaviors and an obstacle as a set of undesir-

able behaviors that impeded a goal [4]. Their goal-

oriented techniques for obstacle analysis have been

previously demonstrated on critical systems such as

ambulance dispatch and the robotic production cell

with good results.

The underlying rationale for the choice of goal-ori-

ented obstacle analysis for the requirements analysis of

the rotorcraft was that contingencies are either obsta-

cles to achieving goals or are indications that the goals

are unrealizable with the available agents. The

requirements evolution in this system was toward more

autonomy. Incremental autonomy, which involves

replacing human agents with software agents, produces

new sub-goals to achieve autonomy, new obstacles

associated with those sub-goals, and additional sub-

goals to resolve those obstacles, as well as new alter-

natives to resolving previous obstacles. All of these

must be investigated if the system is to remain robust.

In the system described here, incremental autonomy

meant that something previously not done automati-

cally now was done by the software. In some cases the

function had previously been done manually by oper-

ator control, while in other cases something that pre-

viously could not be done at all was now done

automatically.

For example, collision avoidance (e.g., of the rotor-

craft with simulated buildings) initially was done via

remote control by a pilot steering the airborne rotor-

craft remotely from the ground. Later, collision avoid-

ance was done by calculating a path around the

buildings before each flight began and then autono-

mously executing the planned path during flight. Still

later, the path-calculation requirements incorporated

new objects that appeared during flight (such as another,

hovering rotorcraft). Future software will autono-

mously plan a path during flight based on real-time

processing of images taken by the rotorcraft’s cameras

and on software that autonomously detects changes in

the imaged scene. As this example demonstrates, any

approach to contingency analysis needed to be readily

extensible and maintainable. We describe in the Impli-

cations For Requirement Evolution section the benefits

and limitations of obstacle analysis in this regard.

One advantage of autonomy is that it adds flexibility

to a mission, e.g., allowing it to take advantage of

unanticipated science opportunities that would be

missed if observations had to wait for human interac-

tion. The work described here is not concerned with

this sort of adaptive re-planning for gain, but solely

with negative contingencies that can place the system

in a hazardous state. Some of the results appear to be

applicable to intelligent systems that re-plan for opti-

mization, but that investigation is beyond the scope of

the work described here.

The paper describes our approach to using obstacle

analysis as a structured way to reason incrementally

about the new requirements and their alternatives. The

contribution of the paper is to report results showing

how obstacle analysis complemented standard safety-

analysis techniques in identifying undesirable behav-

iors and how to resolve them. The lightweight, step-by-

step use of Obstacle Analysis identified potential side
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effects and missing monitoring and control require-

ments. Adding an Availability Indicator and feature-

interaction patterns proved useful for the analysis of

obstacle resolutions. The results suggest that Obstacle

Analysis is an effective and readily adoptable tech-

nique for analyzing anomaly handling requirements in

evolving systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 briefly describes the application domain. Section 3

discusses our approach. Section 4 presents the results

of our use of obstacle analysis to identify contingency

requirements. Section 5 discusses the implications of

these findings in terms of requirements evolution and

incremental autonomy. Section 6 puts the results in the

context of recent, related work. Section 7 describes the

verification of the contingency requirements on the

UAV using tool support and simulation. Section 8

provides concluding remarks.

2 Rotorcraft application

This paper describes experience using obstacle analysis

to identify contingency requirements on an UAV

called a rotorcraft. The Autonomous Rotorcraft Pro-

ject (ARP) is a NASA UAV project researching

autonomous, low-altitude, flight systems.

Two small helicopters, originally developed for re-

mote-piloted crop-dusting in farming regions, serve as

the platforms. The autonomous system has an onboard

attitude sensor (accelerometers and gyros), a GPS

sensor, and a communication modem. The rotorcraft

has three cameras—a stereo pair of cameras to provide

input to a passive range estimation algorithm and a

color camera to provide situational awareness. Ground

support is housed in an instrumentation trailer with a

GPS ground station, radio modems for communication

with the aircraft, and video displays of the camera

images. Additional description appears in [5].

We performed contingency analysis on two sub-

systems with safety-critical functionality (communica-

tions and vision) recommended by the project. Our

involvement began about the time that the rotorcraft

began regular autonomous flights within a constrained

airspace with autonomous collision-avoidance path-

planning around stationary objects such as simulated

buildings. The size of the vision-related code at this

time was about 36 K source lines of code. This number

did not include open-source camera drivers or the

messaging system. The project involved a tight-knit

team of experts working together with strong technical

leadership. Most of our knowledge of the system came

from participation in weekly team meetings and from

discussions with the experts on the team rather than

from limited project documentation.

The project considered contingency analysis of the

communications sub-system to be important because

many UAVs currently rely upon flight termination

(including hard landings commanded over the radio

channel) to stop the vehicle in case of failure of the

wireless communication channel. Improved software

contingency handling for communications failure

would make it possible for the UAV to fly to a safe

rally point (a pre-designated location) and land nor-

mally. The project also considered contingency analysis

of the camera sub-system (the cameras and range

finders) to be important. This was because the cameras

have mission-critical responsibilities during some

operations and because the cameras provide backup

position or ranging information when other compo-

nents fail.

3 Obstacle analysis approach

Our approach in the work described here was to use a

simplified version of the KAOS framework developed

by van Lamsweerde and Letier for goal and obstacle

analysis to guide the requirements analysis. The reader

is referred to [4, 6, 7] for a detailed account of the goal-

oriented approach. Our application of obstacle analysis

to the problem was informal and manual. The use of

obstacle analysis met the criteria for lightweight

applications of formal methods to requirements mod-

eling described by Easterbrook et al. [8] in that the

obstacle analysis was applied in response to an existing

development problem, applied selectively to only some

critical portions of the requirements, offered only a

partial solution without guarantees of completeness or

correctness, and fed back into the development process

to improve the product.

In the rest of this section we give a brief, step-by-

step account of our adaptation of the obstacle analysis

framework to the project. In the following sections we

will describe the results of applying the obstacle anal-

ysis and evaluate our use of the goal-obstacle frame-

work.

3.1 Step 1. Identify the goals

A goal defines a set of desired behaviors. Goal-oriented

requirements engineering organizes goals in an AND/

OR structure (a directed acyclic graph). The AND

nodes refine the goals into sub-goals both of which must

be satisfied, and the OR nodes provide alternative ways

to meet the goals. Refinement continues until a sub-goal
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(a terminal goal) can be achieved by an agent. Software

requirements are terminal goals assigned to software

agents.

3.2 Step 2. Identify the agents

Agents (e.g., human operators, hardware devices, or

software components) are active objects to whom the

implementations of the sub-goals are assigned (note

that this definition of an agent differs from the notion

of autonomous software agents. In the goal-oriented

approach an agent may or may not be software, and

may or may not be autonomous).

3.3 Step 3. Identify the obstacles

An obstacle describes a set of undesirable behaviors.

For example, an obstacle to the goal ‘‘Store Camera

Images in Memory’’ is ‘‘Images Exceed Available

Memory.’’ This type of obstacle is called a ‘‘non-sat-

isfaction’’ obstacle since it obstructs the satisfaction of

a goal [4]. Obstacles cover a broad space of possible

barriers to achieving required functionality. Contin-

gencies are obstacles that can occur during real-time

operations, including failures, and other anomalous

events or scenarios.

Like goals, obstacles are organized and refined in

AND/OR structures, and are associated with the goals

they impede. The example in [4] uses a table to specify

the goals, assigned agents, and obstacles for the system

being analyzed (the London Ambulance System).

Obstacles usually are associated with terminal goals,

i.e., goals assigned to individual agents. Obstacle

refinement patterns, described both formally and as

heuristics of the form ‘‘if the specification has such or

such characteristics then consider such or such type of

obstacle to it,’’ are also described there. We report

experience with these refinement patterns below.

3.4 Step 4. Identify alternative resolutions

to the obstacle

Once obstacles have been identified, they need to be

resolved. There are some standard strategies to resolve

the obstacles [4]. For example, to eliminate the

obstacle, we can consider getting rid of the goal that it

obstructs, assigning a different agent so that the

obstacle does not occur, adding a new goal to require

that the obstacle be avoided, changing (or ‘‘de-ideal-

izing’’) the goal, or changing the domain such that the

obstacle can no longer occur. Another strategy is to

just tolerate the obstacle. This might be done by adding

a new goal (e.g., a new requirement for contingency

handling) to mitigate the consequences of the obstacle,

or just by deciding to accept the occasional occurrence

of the obstacle.

3.5 Step 5. Select a resolution among

the alternatives

Obstacle resolution involves evaluating and selecting

from among the available alternatives. As we will see,

this often involved the generation of new sub-goals to

eliminate, reduce, or tolerate the identified contin-

gency. These resolutions yielded new software

requirements when assigned to software agents.

4 Results: contingency requirements from obstacle
analysis

In this section we describe the results from the use of

obstacle analysis to identify anomalies that could occur

during operations and how they could be handled by

software in the existing system. The results show that a

key benefit came in the improved analysis of alterna-

tive solutions to contingencies.

4.1 Goal and agent identification

The first steps toward obstacle analysis were to identify

the goals and agents. In this system the goals and

agents were usually well-understood and already re-

fined to the necessary level. As input to the obstacle

analysis, we thus produced only those portions of the

goal-graph about which there was some confusion or

disagreement among developers. This was done in or-

der to facilitate review of accuracy by experts.

For example, Fig. 1 shows the top nodes in a goal

graph for three-dimensional collision avoidance that

was developed for one such discussion (where there

was confusion about details of the stereo world view at

a lower level). For most goal specifications, however,

we used architectural diagrams, state diagrams, and

functional dependency graphs that we had earlier

produced rather than producing a separate goal-graph.

This exploitation of existing project artifacts worked

well. The decision not to produce a complete goal-

graph meant that the obstacle analysis was less rigor-

ous, with no formal proofs of completeness possible.

However, obstacle analysis explicitly supports the

possibility of such lightweight applications as a way to

guide inquiry into potential obstacles [4]. In our case,

iterative project review of our specifications gave some

assurance that we had adequately captured the goals

and sub-goals.
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What this means for other projects is that applying

obstacle analysis techniques seemed to be a practical

way to investigate software requirements for contin-

gency handling even when the project had not previ-

ously used a goal-oriented approach. Existing project

documentation and artifacts (e.g., fault trees and

requirements specifications) may suffice as initial input

to the obstacle analysis process. This, in turn, can en-

able even projects not developed using goal-oriented

requirements engineering to benefit from the struc-

tured investigation of exceptional behavior performed

during obstacle analysis.

With regard to agent identification, the rapid evo-

lution of the system meant that both new software

agents (autonomous features), as well as new hardware

agents (sensors, cameras, range-finders, etc.) were

regularly being integrated into the operational flight

system. We discuss the effect of this on the obstacle

analysis in Implications for Requirements Evolution

section.

4.2 Obstacle identification

To help identify obstacles to the high-level require-

ments for communication and vision, we used Bi-

Directional Safety Analysis [9]. We selected BDSA

because it combines a forward analysis (from potential

failure modes to their system effects) with a backward

analysis (from the failures to their contributing causes).

The forward analysis is similar to a Software Failure

Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis (SFMECA).

The backward analysis is similar to a Software Fault

Tree Analysis (SFTA). The combination of the for-

ward and backward analyses has proven to be a pow-

erful way to identify and understand the causes of

software-associated failures in systems. Previous uses

of BDSA include validating fault protection software

on two spacecraft and analyzing thruster failure modes

on a third [9, 10].

We first performed a forward analysis of the com-

munications and camera sub-systems, as requested by

the project. The SFMECA structured the investigation

of possible failures. For each input it considered the

effect of its absence, corruption, or untimely arrival.

The SFMECA also investigated what would happen if

the software hung or failed in each state, or if a tran-

sition took it to a wrong state. The SFMECAs re-

mained relatively small (e.g., 21 failure modes for one

goal, 29 for another) because they focused on failure

modes related to specific goals (e.g., two-way commu-

nication between the ground station and the UAV).

Details of the technique appear in [9].

The SFMECA identified several contingencies. For

example, one failure mode that could contribute to

several hazardous scenarios was attaching incorrect

identification data (vehicle pose, attitude, GPS posi-

tion, etc.) to an image. The effect was that the identi-

fication data did not reflect the image content, so could

mislead the software into an erroneous control deci-

sion. Another failure mode involved a failure of image

compression that could result in running out of mem-

ory to store the images needed for safe, autonomous

landing.

Table 1 shows an excerpt from the SFMECA for the

data input ‘‘Request for Image Processing’’ received by

the onboard camera software. The context is that a raw

image is grabbed from the video camera stream and

processed (e.g., compressed) onboard before being

sent to the ground.

To investigate contingencies that did not involve the

failure of single components, we also performed a

backward analysis. SFTA is a graphical decomposition

of a root node into its logical, component preconditions

[9]. The fault trees took as root nodes the negations of

communication and vision-related goals. In some cases

the root nodes were hazards (e.g., collision) that ne-

gated high-level goals (e.g., collision avoidance). SFTA

considered combinations of circumstances that could

together cause a problem. By identifying alternate

ways to get to an undesirable state, the SFTA helped

guide analysis of fault detectability and propagation.

As an example, we consider a portion of the SFTA

for the root node ‘‘Stereo Imaging Failure,’’ shown in

Fig. 2. Both a left and a right image are required for

stereo imaging. The root-node failure occurs when

there is either a Left Image Failure or a Right Image

Failure. However, the left camera is redundant in that

Fig. 1 Goal graph
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there is both a grayscale and a color camera on the left

side. The left image failure thus occurs only when both

these cameras fail. Furthermore, for each camera, an

image failure may occur due to the image being too

dark or to its being too bright (saturated). The SFTAs

anchored the investigation into faults that might pre-

vent the functional requirements, such as stereo

imaging, from being satisfied.

As with the SFMECAs, the number and size of the

SFTAs remained relatively small. This is because the

SFTAs were built primarily to develop understanding

and consensus regarding feasible causes of interference

with the achievement of essential capabilities (such as

adequate imaging to land autonomously). This ap-

proach (targeted use of SFTA to support investigation

of project-selected critical failures rather than at-

tempted coverage of all potential failures) had been

previously piloted on spacecraft software with good

results in terms of cost-effective robustness analysis [10].

The SFTAs also identified environmental and

operational obstacles to fulfilling requirements. For

example, a strong crosswind is an environmental

Table 1 SFMECA for the image-processing request

Item Generic
failure
mode

Failure mode
description

Effects Criticality Mitigation

Request for image
processing

Absent No processing command
received

Raw image not
compressed; buffer
limit could be
exceeded; downlink
stressed

Minor Use default processing;
set default to
‘‘compressed’’ to limit
memory usage and
bandwidth

Request for image
processing

Incorrect Processing settings may
be inappropriate for
conditions

Poor quality; surveillance
mission or autonomous
landing may require
usable image

Minor to
major

Restrict processing
choices based on
available info about
mission, resource
constraints

Request for image
processing

Timing Requested processing
applied to earlier/later
image

Delay in getting usable
image

Minor Time-tag images to detect
discrepancy

Fig. 2 SFTA for stereo
imaging failure
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obstacle that interferes with the camera’s ability to

take images, and thus with its ability to find a safe

landing site. Similarly, accidentally leaving a lens cap

on a camera is an operational obstacle that results in an

all-black, useless image. Among other consequences,

this also interferes with the rotorcraft’s ability to land

autonomously. Leaving the lens cap on is thus a con-

tingency that must be considered. It has, in fact, oc-

curred on other UAVs.

4.3 Obstacle resolution

4.3.1 Identification of alternative resolutions

Three sources were found to be useful in identifying

alternative ways to resolve obstacles. The first two of

these sources were the safety-analysis artifacts, the

SFMECA and the SFTA. The third source was the

generic obstacle resolution patterns described in

Obstacle Analysis Approach section [4].

The SFMECA tables contained a ‘‘Mitigation’’

column that described ways to eliminate or mitigate

the failure mode in each row. The SFTA also identified

alternatives for resolving obstacles since finding a way

to negate leaf nodes removed the occurrence of some

obstacles. The SFTA thus encapsulated information

about the goal being studied (the negation of the root

node); potential obstacles to the goal (the leaf nodes of

the fault tree); and insights into necessary detection

mechanisms (how to determine the occurrence of the

events or conditions in the nodes).

The obstacle resolution patterns also provided

guidance in thinking about possible ways to handle

obstacles. For example, one pattern refers to the situ-

ation where a condition persists for an interval prior to

the obstacle’s occurrence. In that case the obstacle can

be anticipated and perhaps prevented.

The ‘‘Agent Sub-stitution’’ pattern was most fre-

quently applicable to the autonomous handling of

contingencies. This pattern captured how timeliness

obstacles (such as when ground control cannot react

quickly enough) could be resolved by transferring

responsibility to onboard software.

4.3.2 Selection of a resolution among alternatives

Consideration of tradeoffs weighed heavily in the

selection of obstacle resolutions in this application. For

example, there were two different, onboard sensors,

either of which could be used for range finding. How-

ever, they varied significantly in power consumption,

precision, number of data points, range, and position

on the vehicle. Selecting one over the other thus in-

volved a tradeoff analysis either on the part of a

ground operator or on the part of the on-board,

recovery software. Other selections among alternative

resolutions involved tradeoffs between color and in-

creased memory, image compression and CPU usage,

image quality and downlink bandwidth, and number of

stored images vs. the size of images.

4.4 Deriving software requirements

In an example given earlier, where the obstacle to

storing images was ‘‘Images Exceed Available Mem-

ory,’’ alternative resolutions included ‘‘Reduce Num-

ber of Images To Be Stored’’ and ‘‘Reduce Size of

Images To Be Stored’’ (compression). Each of these

resolutions itself involved refinement into several sub-

goals. For example, reduction of the number of images

could be determined by how old the image was or by

some other assigned or calculated priority measure.

The calculated priority could be based on vehicle

location, orientation, and camera-pointing angle or on

the actual content of the image. The first option (pri-

oritizing the images based on location, orientation, and

pointing angle) yielded an approximation to the like-

lihood that the target of interest was captured in the

image; the second option discarded images that did not

include the target.

However, the first option was only feasible if the

camera software could access the GPS data, which it

currently could not. This is an example of what van

Lamsweerde and Letier call the unrealizability prob-

lem, meaning that not all stated goals are realizable by

agents in the system. They give some pragmatic con-

ditions for unrealizability in [6]. For our application,

the two most important conditions were Lack of

Monitorability and Lack of Controllability. We also

added a third condition, Lack of availability.

4.4.1 Missing monitorability requirements

One of the most useful results of the obstacle analysis

approach was in identifying gaps between the capa-

bility of the assigned software agents to monitor for

certain states or events and the need to have them do

so. Most of the new software requirements found

during the contingency analysis involved the depen-

dency of certain detection, isolation, or recovery ac-

tions on specific capabilities that the software currently

lacked. In terms of goal orientation, these goals were

currently unrealizable. Most often these gaps involved

data that the software needed to perform its functions,

such as messages to which it needed to sub-scribe or

resource usage states that it had to track. Identification
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of missing monitor data also added visibility into the

system state and defined the data prerequisites for fu-

ture expansion of autonomy in those sub-systems.

4.4.2 Missing controllability requirements

Similarly, the obstacle analysis identified several in-

stances in which the resolution involved the software

being asked to set the values of variables that it did not

control. For example, the software responsible for

dynamically throttling the writing of images into mem-

ory based on their priority level must be able to control

(i.e., change) the value of the priority threshold for

grabbing images. Another example was that adjusting

the jpeg quality of images in response to a low-light

contingency (e.g., landing at twilight) can only be real-

ized by software that controls the jpeg parameters. Both

monitorability and controllability are important for

establishing the software requirements needed for

consistent increments in software autonomy.

4.4.3 Missing availability requirements

We also found it useful to add a third type of unreal-

izability condition, which we called an Availability

Indicator. This was a textual annotation of an unreal-

izability condition attached to an associated alterna-

tive. The Availability Indicator addressed those

situations in which the preferred alternative was not

yet operational but soon would be. In particular, it

documented whether the component on which a

requirement depended had been installed at that point

in time. In this paper we draw examples both from past

software contingencies and from future, anticipated

contingencies. However, in the rapidly evolving system

it was essential to maintain rigor in checking consis-

tency between a component’s current availability and

use of the software that depended on it.

For example, one obstacle to the goal of wireless

communication that was encountered during opera-

tions was interference from other wireless devices in

the vicinity. Several alternative resolutions existed to

this obstacle: a return to remote (human) piloting,

ignoring the risk (what is called ‘‘live with it’’ in [4]),

creating an operational policy to not use the wireless

channel in crowded environments, or switching com-

munications to an alternate medium. This last alter-

native was the best, but required additional hardware

and software that were not yet available.

In some cases, the resolution itself evolved. Here, in

the short-term, the required response to detection of

wireless interference was for the system to return to

human control. In the long-term, once the new hard-

ware agent and software agent are in place, the re-

quired response will be to switch communication to an

alternate medium.

A single obstacle also sometimes spawned multiple

new software requirements to achieve detection and

resolution. For example, mitigating the obstacle where

images exceed available memory involved both image

compression and a ‘‘cancel’’ command to reverse

acquisition of requested images that were no longer

needed. In other cases one resolution could remove

several obstacles. This was the case, for example, with

the addition of accelerometer data on a previous heli-

copter [11].

4.4.4 Comparision of effort levels

In [12], van Lamsweerde gives a typical distribution of

effort for a medium-sized Goal-Oriented Require-

ments Engineering project. A medium-sized project is

defined there, perhaps optimistically, as 3–8 person

months for all requirements engineering activities.

Under this definition, our project is considered a large

rather than a medium-sized project. We here compare

that distribution with our estimated level of effort on

similar tasks. Because we did not log hours spent on

these sub-tasks, the comparison here is rank-ordered

and anecdotal. Note that, to better match the tasks and

project size listed in [12], we only report on level of

effort prior to the requirements verification using

automated tool support and simulation (reported be-

low in Verifying the Contingency Requirements sec-

tion).

• In [12], ‘‘Modeling goals, objects, agents and oper-

ations’’ took the most time (33%). In large part

because we could leverage artifacts such as Software

Fault Tree Analyses and Software Failure Modes,

Effects, and Criticality Analyses (see Obstacle

Identification section), the modeling itself was not

as time-consuming for us. We would rank it second in

level of effort.

• There, the second-highest effort level (27%) was

‘‘Transcripts, summaries, and elicitation from addi-

tional sources.’’ Unlike the projects in [12], we were

working with a small, cohesive project and did not

have to produce a formal requirements document

in a prescribed format. Documentation was not as

time-consuming and most of our additional sources

were present in group meetings. We rank it fourth

in level of effort.

• The third-highest effort level was ‘‘Interviews’’

(16%) in [12]. Because we depended heavily on

the domain expertise of project members, most of
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our understanding of goals and obstacles came from

group discussions. We would thus also rank this as

third in the level of effort.

• The fourth-highest effort level in the earlier pro-

jects was ‘‘Others.’’ There was no description of the

tasks contained in ‘‘Others,’’ so there is no basis for

comparison. We exclude it here.

• The most striking difference from the projects in

[12] is that while ‘‘Model validation with stake-

holders, negotiation of alternatives, revision, and

documentation’’ was ranked fifth there (9%), we

would rank it first. In particular, understanding, and

correctly expressing the alternative choices for

resolving obstacles took a great deal of effort and

iteration. In addition, while the earlier projects

aimed at a single delivery, we were supporting the

rapid evolution of an operational system toward

greater autonomy, so updates were on-going.

To summarize, the most striking contrast between

the typical project in [12] and ours was that a greater

percentage of our time was spent with domain experts

to understand the obstacles and feasible alternatives, as

well as to understand the implications of future,

incremental autonomy. The value of this comparison

appears to lie primarily in its indication that light-

weight, flexible use of obstacle analysis to leverage

existing project artifacts can save time for the project,

and that, for safety-critical, autonomous systems, the

thorough analysis of alternatives for obstacle resolu-

tion is difficult and time-consuming.

5 Implications for requirements evolution

Systems that experience requirements evolution after

deployment challenge the continued adequacy of pre-

vious anomaly handling strategies. When the evolution

is toward additional autonomy, the challenges are

multiplied. In this section we discuss some ways in

which obstacle analysis can help and some areas in

which more work is needed.

5.1 Validity of existing requirements

must be maintained

When requirements changed, a key use of obstacle

analysis was to confirm that previously existing soft-

ware requirements to detect, isolate, and respond to

contingencies were still valid. This involved checking

that for every previously identified obstacle to a goal

that could still occur, the previously identified resolu-

tion (usually a derived software requirement) could

still handle the obstacle. For example, when the

capability was added for autonomous pivoting of the

vehicle around a target, we had to check that the cur-

rent handling of the obstacle ‘‘communication lost’’

remained valid.

5.2 Evolution tends toward more autonomy

In general, the evolving requirements produced greater

autonomy. Enhancements to the rotorcraft provided

new ways to detect, identify, or respond to existing

contingencies. Often these enhancements resulted in

new sub-goals (added autonomous functionality) and

in new ‘‘OR’’ branches for the obstacle resolution

model (new alternatives for how to handle contingen-

cies). Most typical was the replacement of a sub-goal

leaf node assigned to a human agent by a sub-goal tree

with the new leaf nodes assigned to software agents.

Simple hardware agents (e.g., a camera affixed in

place) tended to be replaced by more sophisticated

hardware agents (e.g., articulated stereo cameras that

swivel up and down) that made feasible new, alterna-

tive monitoring sub-goals for contingency detection, or

alternative control sub-goals for contingency recovery.

New software agents (e.g., the capability to dynami-

cally add collision-avoidance targets to the path-plan-

ning calculation) offered improved autonomous

capabilities for responding to contingencies and re-

sulted in more recovery options.

5.3 Autonomy adds complexity

As more autonomy was required, new obstacles and

dependencies were also introduced. That is, with the

addition of new agent capabilities came the possibility

of new contingences. For example, the addition of a

new laser brought with it the failure modes of the laser

to be considered, as well as whether these failure

modes were detectable on the ground and by onboard

software. Some new agents also resulted in new

requirements for calibration before use.

More interestingly, the evolving requirements en-

tailed the need to identify new feature dependencies

(e.g., between the fidelity of color images and passive-

range algorithms). While the focus of incremental

autonomy tended to be on what was gained in terms of

more robust handling of contingencies, contingency

analysis also looked at the potential risks introduced by

the new software complexity. Contingency analysis

investigated the failure modes for new agents, new

opportunities for feature interactions, and new possi-

bilities for conflicts among goals (most commonly in

terms of resource contention).
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Additional issues such as mixed-initiative control

(where the rotorcraft receives inconsistent commands

from the onboard software, the ground software, and

the remote, human pilot), sensor fusion problems

(where the replacement of a single sensor by a suite of

perhaps heterogeneous sensors requires the software

to compose the data and handle data inconsistencies),

and coordination problems (where a fleet of rotorcraft

must coordinate their movement and resource usage),

were not obstacles in the current system but are po-

tential, future obstacles. Our experience to date leads

us to anticipate that obstacle analysis can scale to ad-

dress the additional complexity in these interactions.

An unexpected finding was that sometimes the

requirements for autonomy were reduced. In these

cases some existing autonomous features were disabled

and some control was moved from the onboard soft-

ware to human ground control. This reduction of

autonomy usually occurred temporarily for a demon-

stration or test of a new component or features. Since

these instances often did not involve a simple rollback

to a previous version but instead used a pruned version

of the current software, verification that the reduced

requirements still maintained the required obstacle

handling had to take place.

5.4 Additional obstacle-refinement patterns

needed

Two areas in which existing obstacle analysis tech-

niques provided only limited guidance for the system

studied were: (1) in analyzing failure isolation and (2)

in identifying feature interactions. With regard to

failure isolation, it was often easier to determine that a

failure had occurred (detection) than it was to figure

out precisely what had happened and how to prevent it

from propagating (isolation). For example, if downlink

communication stopped, it was easy to detect that a

failure had occurred but could be quite difficult to

isolate the problem. We are thus working to extend the

obstacle refinement patterns to more explicitly address

failure isolation issues in this domain.

With regard to detecting interactions as new fea-

tures are added, we found that guidelines described by

Doerr for identification of feature interaction in

product lines were readily extensible to our application

[13]. An example of a guideline that was useful here is

that, if feature B uses feature A, then all features that

also use feature A must be identified (to illustrate,

Doerr gives an example from the mobile phone do-

main, where both sending a short message and placing

a call use the network component. To avoid conflicts, it

is important to identify that both features use the same

component). Doerr’s guidelines supplement the pat-

terns for finding divergence among goals (i.e., incon-

sistencies among goals at a boundary condition) [4] in

identifying feature interactions.

6 Related work

The investigation reported here built on previous re-

sults in requirements evolution. However, our effort

differed from most earlier work in that we focused on

the requirements evolution of a safety-critical system

during post-deployment operations.

Much of the existing work in requirements evolution

addresses the pre-implementation phases of a system.

Goal-oriented requirements engineering techniques

have been widely used to identify, specify, and reason

about software requirements and non-functional goals

[14]. Anton and Potts, for example, have used goals

and obstacle analysis to refine evolving requirements in

a developing system [15]. There have also been studies

describing agile approaches for handling rapidly

evolving systems (e.g., the evolutionary prototyping in

[16]). Such approaches are recommended for market-

driven domains such as e-commerce rather than for

critical systems.

Requirements evolution post-deployment has been

studied primarily from the viewpoint of how it can be

managed. The focus has been on establishing processes

to scope or evaluate proposed changes, e.g., in terms of

traceability [17] or change-impact studies. Similarly,

maintenance methods have tended to focus on classi-

fying and managing requirements changes rather than

on analyzing changes [18, 19].

Feather and Fickas have instead proposed moni-

toring operational systems for mismatches that develop

between the assumptions underlying requirements and

the current environment. They, like us, used goal-ori-

ented requirements engineering to model possible

alternative behaviors. They described ‘‘remedial evo-

lutions,’’ somewhat similar to our evolving obstacle

resolutions, when such mismatches occur [20]. Much

earlier, Heninger reported assembling a list of ‘‘feasi-

ble changes’’ on the A-7 project that might be able, in

the future, to invalidate current fundamental assump-

tions about the system [21]. An example of a feasible

change was ‘‘computer self-test might be required in

the air (at present it is required only on the ground).’’

Berry, Cheng and Zhang have proposed a goal-based

structuring mechanism for investigating requirements

for dynamically adative systems [22]. In other goal-

oriented work on requirements for evolving systems,

Hui, Liaskos, and Mylopoulos have described a
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framework for reasoning about personal, customizable

software [23].

The domain of concern in most requirements evo-

lution work has been the business environment rather

than critical systems, as here. DeLemos, however,

modeled an operational system in which requirements

evolution (automating the self-destruct feature of a

rocket) was structured so that architectural compo-

nents remained unchanged while their interactions

adapted to the changed requirements (specifically,

automating the self-destruct feature of a rocket) [24].

Lutz and Mikulski also showed how requirements

evolved during operations to compensate for safety-

critical anomalies caused by hardware degradation or

the occurrence of rare events in seven spacecraft sys-

tems [25, 26].

Several recent papers described autonomy require-

ments, including fault handling, for existing or planned

space missions [27, 28]. Other researchers, motivated

by problems with fault identification on rovers, have

presented improved algorithms for fault detection or

responses. For example, Dearden et al. generated

contingency plans for rovers in the presence of uncer-

tainty regarding timing and resources [2]. Verma,

Langford, and Simmons present an algorithm for esti-

mating the dynamic state of a system (e.g., fault iden-

tification) from noisy measurements of continuous

variables [29]. The algorithms in these studies suppose

that requirements for fault and contingency monitoring

and handling (the problem addressed in this paper) are

already defined.

A few researchers have specifically addressed safety

in autonomous systems. For example, Fox and Das

described the deployment of software agents for

intelligent decision-making in safety-critical medical

applications [30]. The issue of adjustable autonomy

was raised by Schreckenghost et al. in the context of

space life support systems where a human may need to

override autonomous control when an anomaly occurs

[31]. A European Space Agency ESTEC project

investigated how to ensure safety and dependability of

autonomous space software, based on lessons learned

from non-space autonomous domains [32]. Among

their recommendations is a ‘‘safety bag’’ or safety

supervisor that checks constraints at execution time,

while Failure Detection, Identification and Recovery

(FDIR) is handled by a separate module.

The work described here also builds on previous

work in vehicle health management. Patterson-Hine

et al. investigated potential failures or malfunctions of

engine and thruster components on a helicopter, to-

gether with the effects on the system and the visibility

into faults obtainable on the ground [11]. Whalley et al.

sub-sequently described the challenges involved in

using vehicle health modeling of a UAV to assist in

automated transition from remote control of the

vehicle to computer control [5]. Achieving the transi-

tion will require improved contingency analyses and

helped motivate the work described in this paper.

7 Verifying the contingency requirements

The verification of the identified contingency require-

ments on the rotorcraft involved both model-based

static analysis and dynamic simulation of auto-gener-

ated code implementing the requirements. Since we

were especially concerned with the monitorability,

controllability, and availability of the contingency

requirements, we used the Testability Engineering and

Maintenance System (TEAMS) toolset from QSI [33].

The TEAMS has strong support for the diagnosability

analysis of models, thus allowing verification that all

the data channels needed to monitor and control

behavior (sensor inputs and command outputs) cur-

rently are available in the system. Our use of TEAMS

to analyze the contingencies is described more fully in

[34].

Testability Engineering and Maintenance System is

a commercial tool developed to support the modeling

and diagnosability of avionics and other systems. It

won a NASA Space Act Award and has been suc-

cessfully used in development of the second-generation

reusable launch vehicle [35]. Given the toolset’s

potentially widespread use at NASA, investigation of

the feasibility of integrating obstacle analysis with it

was of special interest.

The contingency requirements for stereo imaging in

the Camera Sub-system of the rotorcraft were de-

scribed in a manually constructed TEAMS model. The

top-level model, a graphical portion of which is shown

in Fig. 3, shows the three cameras (left and right

grayscale and left color), the vision-processing com-

puter, and the range-processing components (not dis-

cussed here). The model was hierarchical with each

component refined at successively lower levels into

sub-components. The lowest level of each sub-com-

ponent also represented possible failures (run-time

obstacles) associated with that sub-component. Test

points were placed in the model to indicate where data

was available to monitor for the occurrence of the

various failures, and commandable recovery actions

were associated with the results of the monitoring

activity. For example, if the image from the Color

Camera was too bright to provide adequate stereo

imaging, the resolution was to desaturate the camera.
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Testability Engineering and Maintenance System

automatically produced a diagnostic tree from the

model that showed an optimized sequence of checks

for the system’s correct functioning together with the

action to take if a check failed. The optimization was

based on user-assigned parameter values such as pri-

ority or resource-usage of the check.

Figure 4 shows a small portion of the diagnostic tree

that was generated by the tool. The labeled box ‘‘5’’

refers to the continuation of this part of the Diagnostic

Tree on other windows. If, with the Right Image hav-

ing failed, we check the Left Image and find that it is

good (left branch of Fig. 4) then we have isolated the

problem to the Right Camera. However, if the Left

Image is also bad (right branch), then the Stereo Pro-

cessing is isolated as the problem source. We used the

tool’s diagnostic-tree capability to help verify the

adequacy of the modeled requirements for monitoring

and resolving contingencies. Failures or anomalies that

could not be distinguished from each other in the as-

modeled system were identified by the tool as an

ambiguity group.

If a failure lacked monitorability (i.e., could not be

uniquely identified with the available data), it appeared

in an ambiguity group. For example, at one point the

as-modeled system lacked the monitoring capability to

distinguish inadequate stereo imaging due to a cam-

era’s dirty lens from inadequate stereo imaging due to

a range-calculation failure. Stereo imaging, it will be

remembered, is a sub-goal of safe, autonomous land-

ing, and both dirty camera lenses and stereo range

calculation are obstacles to this sub-goal. The diag-

nostic tree confirmed that these two obstacles were not

distinguishable in the modeled system at that point in

time. Similarly, inspection of the diagnostic tree could

reveal run-time obstacles that were adequately identi-

fied but that had no associated resolution (e.g., due to

lack of controllability).

To perform dynamic verification of the require-

ments, we developed a translator that took the diag-

nostic tree produced by TEAMS and available in XML

format, and output it in the language of APEX, the

rotorcraft’s autonomous reactive planner [5]. This

permitted a demonstration of hardware-in-the-loop

simulation of the contingency monitoring and contin-

gency-handling requirements.

The checks and resolution actions for handling some

key obstacles to stereo imaging, expressed in the

TEAMS model’s diagnostic tree and auto-translated

into the planner’s language, were executed on the

rotorcraft while it was functioning but on the ground.

Some obstacles to stereo imaging in the demonstration

were the left grayscale camera failing; the backup, left

color camera being too dark for good imaging; and the

color camera becoming saturated (too bright). Obsta-

cles were simulated (e.g., by manually covering the lens

Fig. 3 Top-level TEAMS
model

Fig. 4 Excerpt from a
Diagnostic Tree
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cap to cause an all-black image) and the adequacy of the

monitorability, controllability, and availability require-

ments for these contingencies was verified. This simple

verification, while it found no additional requirements

issues, showed the feasibility of integrating early

obstacle analysis with sub-sequent tool-based modeling

and automated output to the system’s reactive planner.

8 Conclusion

The results reported here indicate that the use of

obstacle analysis to reason about software requirements

for handling contingencies has several advantages.

Obstacle analysis gives a structured way to reason

incrementally about new alternatives for handling con-

tingencies that can occur during operations. The

capacity for incremental reasoning is especially impor-

tant in systems that are both currently operational and

evolving rapidly to add autonomous features.

Obstacle analysis also supports evaluation of the

continued validity of existing software contingency

requirements as the system and the requirements

evolves. The cyclical nature of goal-oriented require-

ments engineering, in which new goals are introduced

to resolve an obstacle, but must then also be included

in an iterative analysis for new risks, is a good match

with safety-critical systems whose requirements con-

tinue to evolve after deployment.

We made several minor adjustments to the standard

form of obstacle analysis to better fit our focus on

contingencies. First, we found that existing safety-

analysis artifacts (SFMECA and SFTA) were useful

and efficient baselines for identification and refinement

of obstacles. This suggests that it may be relatively easy

for projects that already produce traditional safety-

analysis documentation to adopt obstacle analysis to

supplement their existing analysis techniques. Second,

we added to the analysis of alternative obstacle reso-

lutions an explicit indicator of whether the required

agent was currently available. This was because some

alternatives for contingency detection and handling

were not currently feasible in the system, but would be

so in the near future. Third, we found a need for

additional attention to feature dependencies and to

fault-isolation problems, and are working to extend the

obstacle-refinement patterns in those directions.

The objective of the requirements evolution was for

the software to handle more faults and anomalous

situations autonomously. By supporting the identifica-

tion of software contingency requirements, obstacle

analysis contributed to the building of a more robust

system.
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